[Rapid immune response against hepatitis B using an accelerated intradermal vaccination schedule].
To analyze the prescription of antiviral and antibiotic agents in children with upper airway infection (UAI) during Influenza H1N1 epidemic. A cross-section study (01/04/2009 to 31/03/2010) was performed. We analyzed the antiviral and antibiotic agents' prescription and its relation with the presence of the triad of symptom of suspicion (migraine, fever and cough) and the cost for attention (medicines and screening test). 838 children were attendance for UAI, 40.3% with the suspicion triad. In 733 patients, the screening test were done with 155 positive results (120 had the triad). All patient with a positive result received oseltamivir. During the first five months of the epidemic, the medical prescriptions were: antibiotics 60-85%, 0-7% anti-viral and 20-30% symptomatic drugs. At the 6th at 8th months (peak of outbreak) antibiotics 35-70%, anti-virals 20-25% and 10-30% symptomatic drugs. At final months (9th to 11th) antimicrobials 65-80%, anti-virals 20-30% and symptomatic 0-10%. The cost for URI attention increased a 27%. Medical prescription changed during the epidemic, with an increased in the anti-virals, especially for patients with high suspicion for influenza and positive screening test.